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In fall 1950 the United States and the People’s Republic of China became embroiled
in  ghting that neither state may have wanted. President Truman sent UN forces,
including U.S. troops, across the thirty-eighth parallel into North Korea. Prior to this
action, Chinese leaders tried almost every diplomatic method available to communicate that China would enter the war if U.S. or UN forces crossed the parallel. On
30 September 1950, for example, Chinese foreign minister Chou En-lai publicly
warned, “The Chinese people . . . will not supinely tolerate seeing their neighbors
savagely invaded by the imperialists.”1 U.S. leaders said they did not want to  ght
China, but they misread China’s myriad threats as bluffs and sent troops across the
parallel.2 China’s failure to communicate its resolve contributed to the ensuing
tragedy.3 Why did China’s communication fail?
The recent literature on crisis bargaining leads to a pessimistic conclusion about
diplomacy: To convey information, threats must be costly , and verbal threats work
only when leaders publicize them before domestic audiences that may remove them
from of ce.4 According to James Fearon, diplomacy is primarily a tool of democracies, not because authoritarian states do not want to use it, but because democracies are more likely to have the “audiences” that make diplomacy credible.5
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I demonstrate formally that diplomacy works in the absence of domestic audiences. It works precisely because it is so valuable. When states are irresolute, they
are tempted to bluff, but the possibility of acquiring a reputation for bluf ng often
deters a state from bluf ng. A state that has a reputation for bluf ng is less able to
communicate and less likely to attain its goals. State leaders often speak honestly in
order to maintain their ability to use diplomacy in future disputes.6 They are more
likely to concede less important issues and to have the issues they consider most
important decided in their favor. The model thus suggests that in the (more
complicated) real world, states use diplomacy to attain a mutually bene cial “trade”
of issues over time.
States sometimes do bluff, of course. It is impossible to measure how often they
do so because opponents and researchers may not discover that a successful
deterrent threat was actually a successful bluff. Nevertheless, the model I present
here has a theoretical implication about when bluffs will succeed: Diplomacy,
whether it be honest or a bluff, is most likely to succeed when a state is most likely
to be honest. A state is most likely to be honest when it has an honest reputation to
lose, a reputation gained either by its having used diplomacy consistently in recent
disputes or having successfully bluffed without others realizing its dishonesty.
Since a state that uses diplomacy honestly cannot be caught in a bluff, concessions to an adversary can be a wise policy. When a state considers an issue relatively
unimportant and the truth is it is not prepared to  ght, bluf ng carries with it the
possibility of success as well as the risk of decreased credibility in future disputes.
The term appeasement has acquired a bad name, but not all states in all situations
are deterrable. Many scholars believe that Hitler would have continued his onslaught
regardless of Britain’s actions in response to Hitler’s activities in Czechoslovakia.7
If Britain had tried to bluff over Czechoslovakia, its attempts to deter Germany’s
attack on Poland would have been even less credible. Similarly, the United States’
acquiescence to the 1968 Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia was not a high point of
moral policymaking; however, given that any threats regarding Czechoslovakia
would have been bluffs, honest acquiescence was the best way to preserve credibility. In the latter case, U.S. leaders seemed to realize the bene ts of honesty; when
Russian ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin told U.S. president Johnson that U.S.
interests were not affected by the Soviet action in Czechoslovakia, “in response he
was told that U.S. interests are involved in Berlin where we are committed to
prevent the city being overrun by the Russians.”8 Johnson’s words reveal that he
saw a difference between Czechoslovakia, where he was honestly admitting that
there was no strong U.S. interest, and Berlin, where he was threatening and prepared
to go to war.
When states do use diplomatic threats to deter actions, they often succeed in
persuading their challengers to back down. For example, the Anglo–Russian Treaty
6. Jervis 1970, 80.
7. Rich 1973.
8. National Security Council 1968, 274.
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of 1942 speci ed that both Britain and Russia were to withdraw their troops from
Iran by March 1946. When the Soviets threatened to remain in parts of Iran, the U.S.
chargé d’affaires in Moscow delivered a diplomatic note to the Soviet government
calling for their withdrawal of troops from Iran, and the Soviet Union withdrew its
troops. When Turkey threatened to invade Cyprus in June 1964, it was deterred by
what its messenger called a “brutal note” from U.S. president Johnson. Johnson
threatened to suspend military aid and to refuse to come to Turkey’s aid in the case
of Soviet intervention if Turkey proceeded with its plans.9
The model I present here investigates the questions of why and when states can
change each other’s minds about valuable information in international disputes
using verbal threats to use force. The model I propose, unlike most other formal
models of crisis behavior, examines states that are engaged in a series of disputes
over time, potentially with different adversaries. The repeated game has an important advantage: States’ past behavior and concerns about future repercussions can
in uence both their present behavior and that of other states. Thus, for example,
reputations are endogenous to my model, whereas in models of isolated disputes
they are merely assumed.10 In contrast to these others, my model implies that states’
behavior is entirely different when the defender has been caught bluf ng in a recent
dispute. For example, when a defender has recently been caught bluf ng, its
deterrence is less likely to succeed in the near future.
The reputations for honesty and bluf ng that form the core of my explanation
differ substantively from the reputations for resolve that form a part of rationaldeterrence theory. Rational-deterrence scholars argue that resolve, or willingness to
 ght, is an enduring quality. They maintain that states can  ght to acquire
reputations for having resolve, and that possessing such a reputation enhances a
state’s credibility in future disputes.11 The reputations in my model are expectations
based on past behavior about whether or not a state’s diplomacy will be honest in
the immediate future.
The article is organized as follows. In the  rst section, I introduce two ideas I use
in my argument: “cheap talk” and common interests. In the second, I present the
model. In the third, I show how reputations arise, demonstrate that even “cheap”

9. Under-Secretary of State Ball, in Lebow and Stein 1990, 362. While Lebow and Stein classify the
Iran case as “not a deterrence encounter,” it was a situation in which the Soviets threatened and the
United States issued a diplomatic protest in an effort to deter the threatened action. See Keesing’s
Contemporary Archives 1946, 7757, 7865; and Herzig 1995.
10. For an example of a work that assumes the existence of a reputation by considering a single
dispute in isolation, see Fearon 1992. For political science works that model reputations for resolve using
multistage games, see Nalebuff 1991; Powell 1990; Morrow 1989; and Alt, Calvert, and Humes 1988.
Huth and Leng also devote attention to the form in which past behavior affects the present. See Huth
1988; and Leng 1993. A large literature in economics also examines the formation of reputations, where
reputation is usually tied to, but not perfectly correlated with, some enduring quality of the reputation
holder. For an excellent review, see Wilson 1985. Following Axelrod 1984, regime theory has relied
extensively on insights from the in nitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma. However, few works have
created in nitely repeated games that are less stylized and more realistic representations of reality.
11. See, for example, Schelling 1966.
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diplomacy often changes an adversary’s mind about crucial information in a dispute,
and discuss my concept of reputations and why war may be more likely in a world
with diplomacy than in a hypothetical world without it. In the fourth, I revisit the
Korean War case and argue that the model aids our understanding of this case. The
model implies that deterrence is more likely to succeed if a state has not recently
been caught bluf ng; I argue that China’s threats to enter the Korean War were
dismissed because they came in the context of called bluffs to  ght over Taiwan. I
conclude by summarizing the implications of this work and providing suggestions
for further research.

Cheap Talk and Common Interests
A growing literature on international crises argues that the existence of domestic
audiences is the major source of diplomatic success. Drawing on a literature in
economics that shows the effectiveness of costly signals, much of the recent
international crisis literature argues that verbal diplomacy is costly. A costly signal
is one that directly (and negatively) affects the sender’s payoff. For example, if one
must pay $1,000 to make a speech, that speech is a costly signal.12 The audiencecost literature argues that domestic audiences “punish” leaders for backing down
from a threat, and this punishment acts as a cost that makes diplomacy informative.13
This line of reasoning is problematic. If, on balance, backing down is best for a
state, then most leaders and domestic audiences should support it. However, if war
is best for the state, then most members of both categories should favor it. In neither
case do domestic audiences as a group have any reason to punish leaders.14
Although following through on a threat is sometimes a state’s best course of action,
I show that backing down can be as well. Thus, contrary to the arguments of the
audience-cost literature, rational audiences should not always penalize leaders for
backing down.
Signals need not be costly to convey information to a listener. A second literature
in economics has examined the effectiveness of “cheap talk” (costless) signals.15 As
Robert Gibbons observes, “The key feature of such a cheap-talk game is that the
message has no direct effect on either the Sender’s or the Receiver’s payoff. The

12. See Robert Gibbons’ de nition of costless signals below.
13. See Martin 1993; Fearon 1994; and Schultz 1998.
14. Smith (1998) also makes this point. Smith argues that cheap-talk diplomacy can be effective, but
his argument rests on a type of audience cost. He proposes that domestic audiences punish leaders for
backing down because backing down is a signal of incompetence; however, if backing down is
sometimes the best course of action, then one might think that backing down could sometimes signal
competence.
15. See Crawford and Sobel 1982; and Farrell and Gibbons 1989. For examples of cheap-talk models
in political science, see also Austen-Smith 1990 and 1992. The model in this article differs from standard
cheap-talk games but was motivated by that literature’s idea of common interests.
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only way the message can matter is through its informative content: by changing the
Receiver’s belief about the Sender’s type, a message can change a Receiver’s action,
and thus indirectly change both players’ payoffs.”16
Diplomacy is the epitome of “cheap talk.” It includes speeches, conversations
between state leaders, and diplomatic notes. Actions are part of the lexicon,17 but
often they are also “cheap” relative to the issue at stake in a dispute, such as
protecting the independence of an ally, avoiding a war, or maintaining the illusion
of military superiority. Any state would be willing to pay the small monetary costs
of moving an aircraft carrier if doing so would decide a crisis in its favor. Thus, the
monetary costs of diplomacy meet the technical requirement for successful costly
signaling, but not the real-world test.
How does one state convince another? A defender’s ability to convince a
challenger stems from both its and its challenger’s behavior and expectations. A
challenger will believe a defender’s threats only if the challenger expects the
defender to be using diplomacy honestly; in other words, some honesty is a
prerequisite for effective diplomacy. For diplomatic threats to make a difference,
states that threaten must be more likely to  ght than those that do not.
The cheap-talk literature shows that communication through words and other
costless signals is more likely when the speaker and the listener have interests in
common. If two parties have the same goals, the speaker has an incentive to speak
honestly and the listener has no reason to doubt the speaker’s information. For
example, during the Persian Gulf War, the United States agreed to provide Israel
with early warning of Iraqi missile launches against it.18 The United States had an
incentive to give truthful information because it wanted the Israelis to be able to
defend themselves. Israel, in turn, had every reason to trust the information.
When the listener may use the information to the speaker’s disadvantage, the
speaker has an incentive to lie. Incentives to lie are stronger when states have
divergent preferences. Again in the Gulf War, the Iraqis dramatically announced
that coalition forces had hit a “baby milk” factory. The United States countered that
only the part of the factory producing biological weapons had been hit. In this case,
it is possible that each party was not being fully honest in an effort to manipulate the
United States’ partners in the coalition.19
Interests do not have to be perfectly aligned for communication to occur. When
preferences are neither identical nor opposite, as is often the case in international
disputes, some communication may still be possible.

The Model
The model rests on  ve main assumptions:
16.
17.
18.
19.

Gibbons 1992, 212 (italics in original).
Jervis 1970.
Freedman and Karsh 1994.
Ibid., 319.
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1. War is costly. The costs include lives lost and weaponry and other resources used.
2. Leaders care more about some issues than about others. States engage in
disputes about different issues across time, and these are of varying importance. For example, leaders usually consider home territory more important
than other territory; Vietnam was more important to the North Vietnamese
than to the United States. As Thomas C. Schelling has argued, for this reason it usually is easier to establish credible deterrence than credible extended deterrence.20 A state also may consider one ally more important
than another. Sometimes, security issues may be most important; at other
times, domestic politics may make symbolic or ideological issues primary.
3. Leaders are unsure of the value other states place on the issues. In particular, at the start of a dispute states do not know each other’s value for the
disputed issue well enough to know whether the adversary is prepared to
 ght. A state cannot precisely infer an adversary’s value for the issue from
information gathered in previous disputes; even if the issues under contention in two disputes are similar, they are never the same. For example, the
disputes in Europe over the Balkans prior to and at the start of World War
I differed in a variety of ways.21 Thus, in each dispute, an adversary must
attempt to ascertain anew whether the state values the issue highly enough
that it is prepared to  ght.
4. States believe that some positive probability exists that they will still be
engaging in international relations tomorrow. Tomorrow’s interaction need
not be with the same allies or adversaries as today’s.
5. Each state interacts with many others over time, and tomorrow’s interaction is unlikely to be with the same state as today’s.22 The assumption does
not necessarily imply that every state interacts with every other, only that
each state interacts with many others over time. The states in the model
could represent any state, or, for example, the states in a particular region.
This last assumption simpli es the analysis, but it is not necessary for the results.
Without the assumption, the challenger and the defender in the model would
represent the same two states engaging in disputes about different issues across time.
In that case, the argument and the equilibrium proofs still hold. The model would
then explain how reputations arise between two states and lead to effective
diplomacy.23

20. Schelling 1966, 33.
21. See Albertini 1952, 577; and Turner 1970, 95.
22. In technical language, the assumption is that the opportunity for disputes arises “purely randomly”
between any pair of states in two interacting groups.
23. Assumption 5 simpli es the model because it rules out the possibility of reputations for resolve.
This is not problematic for my analysis because it is not my intention to prove the impossibility of such
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The literature on reputations for resolve questions whether reputations generalize.24 Do states pay attention only to interactions that involve particular adversaries
or regions, or do they take note of all interactions? For the reasons discussed earlier,
the model here shows that any of these kinds of reputation is logically possible.
The model describes a series of international interactions between states. In each
interaction, both the use of diplomacy and the use of force are possible. The stage
game, depicted in Figure 1, represents a one-period interaction between a randomly
chosen “challenger” and a randomly chosen “defender.” Many deterrence models,
purely verbal and formal, share a similar form.25 The repeated game consists of an
in nite number of repetitions of the stage game—that is, in each period, each state
believes there is a positive probability that it will interact with some other state
tomorrow.
At the beginning of each period, a challenger meets a defender. Each is drawn
from a pool of potential challengers or defenders. At the start of the stage game, the
defender is in possession of the territory or other disputed issue. Each interaction
may or may not become a dispute, then a crisis, then a war. At the beginning of the
interaction, each state knows the other’s relevant history; it is aware of any speeches
made and of all actions in its opponent’s previous two disputes.
At the beginning of a new dispute, each player “receives” a new value for the
issue at stake. This value is the realization of a random variable uniformly
distributed between zero and 1.26 Each state knows how important it considers this
issue, but it does not know its adversary’s value for the issue; it knows only that its
opponent has a value equally likely to be anywhere between zero and 1. The
challenger’s issue value in this time period is ict , and the defender’s is idt . 27 A state’s
valuation of an issue is its “type.”
Each interaction begins with a “talk” stage. In the stage game in Figure 1, the
challenger moves  rst, deciding whether or not to turn the interaction into a crisis.
The interaction becomes a dispute if the challenger makes a speech threatening to
attack the defender if the defender does not resolve some issues in the challenger’s
favor. If the challenger does not threaten, the game ends with the status quo
maintained, and each state receives a one-period payoff of zero. If the challenger

reputations. When states interact repeatedly with the same adversary or over similar issues, it is possible
that they gain both reputations for honesty and reputations for resolve. In this case, I would speculate that
states learn something about the adversary’s value for the issues but never learn that value precisely.
Since the adversary’s type is never completely known, there is always information to communicate. Thus,
reputations for honesty play the role discussed here: They allow a state to communicate about what is
unknown. Exploring this scenario fully is beyond the scope of this article.
24. Huth 1997.
25. For example, see Russett 1963; Schelling 1966; Huth 1988; Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992;
and Morrow 1989.
26. The upper and lower bounds are chosen for the sake of mathematical convenience, since the
payoffs are Von Neumann–Morgenstern utilities and hence are unique only up to a positive af ne
transformation. Two points on the scale can be chosen arbitrarily.
27. More formally, at the beginning of time t, the challenger learns its value for the issue ict , and the
defender learns its value idt , where ict , idt , unif [0, 1]. Each state’s value is private information.
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FIG UR E 1.

The stage game

does threaten, the defender responds with its own speech; it says either that it “will
defend” or that it “won’t defend” if an attack occurs. If the defender says “won’t
defend,” it acquiesces to the challenger’s demands and gives up the issue.
The challenger then may attack. If it does not do so, the status quo is maintained,
and each player has a one-period payoff of zero. If the challenger attacks and the
defender resists, war occurs. The challenger has a predetermined probability of
winning (p); the probability of winning is a function of the balance of forces
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between the two states.28 If the challenger wins, it acquires the issue (adding ict to
its payoff) and the defender loses it (subtracting idt ). If the defender wins, which
occurs with probability (1 2 p), then the status quo is maintained and both players
receive a payoff of zero. No matter which player wins, both pay the costs of war
(subtracting T from their payoffs). Thus, the challenger’s one-period expected
payoff from war is (p * (ict ) + (1 2 p) * 0 2 T ), and the defender’s one-period
expected payoff is (p * (2 idt ) + (1 2 p) * 0 2 T ). If the defender backs down, the
issue is resolved in the challenger’s favor without war. The challenger gets a
one-period expected payoff of ict , and the defender gets a one-period payoff of 2 idt .
(For simplicity, the model assumes that an attack with no defense amounts to the
defender giving up the issue.) As in Gibbons’ de nition of a cheap-talk game, a
message in this game has no direct effect on payoffs.
When this interaction is over, each state begins another. Note that the state’s type
does not persist from one dispute to the next. At the beginning of time (t + 1), the
state will interact with a new potential adversary and the issue at stake will be
different.

Effective Diplomacy
The assumptions of the model suggest that even states involved in disputes have
common interests. While each state prefers to have all issues go its way, in practice
such one-sidedness is usually impossible. Each state has a particular interest in
obtaining a favorable resolution of disputes about issues it considers the most
important. Since the outcome of war is uncertain, a state is better off if it achieves
deterrence success more frequently when it considers the issues more important. A
state that considers an issue crucial sometimes  nds itself interacting with another
that cares much less about it. But the second state will someday  nd itself in a
similar situation: considering an issue extremely important and facing an opponent
that does not. All states can be better off over time if they are more likely to concede
when issues are relatively unimportant to them and to resist on issues they consider
relatively important. This process is a type of “trade” of issues over time.
As I show formally later, states’ communications often are effective because of
a communications “norm,” or entrenched pattern of behavior. When states act
according to the norm, they acquire or assign a reputation for bluf ng or for honesty.
States disregard the pronouncements made by other states that have bluffed recently
and been caught. Since they have no “honest” reputation to lose, states that have
been caught bluf ng recently try deterrence, whether or not they intend to back
down. Since states bene t from diplomacy as long as others are listening, the

28. The assumption that p is  xed is made for analytic tractability. A modi ed version of the game
that relaxes the assumption of  xed p is available from the author. The results discussed in this article
carry over to the modi ed game.
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possibility of acquiring a reputation for bluf ng provides an incentive for states to
use diplomacy honestly.
The Equilibrium
Finding a logical outcome of this situation amounts to  nding an equilibrium of the
model. Like all in nitely repeated games, this one has many equilibria.29 I characterize a perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) that corresponds to my substantive
argument. PBE is a solution concept for games, like this one, in which some players
have information others lack. In a PBE, players update their beliefs rationally,
according to Bayes’s rule, whenever Bayes’s rule applies. I use the technique of
factorization, which allows one to characterize equilibria of in nitely repeated
games.30 Equilibria characterized using factorization involve credible threats and
promises. The equations that characterize the equilibrium are presented in the
appendix.31
Disputes are rarely isolated events, and threats often do convey information. To
show formally that cheap-talk diplomacy can be effective, I characterize an
equilibrium in which the defender’s threats often convey information to the
challenger about the defender’s value for the issue at stake. In the equilibrium I
study, there are two sets of strategies: one in which the defender has a reputation for
honesty and can partially communicate, and one in which it has a reputation for
bluf ng and cannot.32
I de ne two concepts: A defender may bluff successfully or it may be caught. In
the game, a defender “bluffs” if it says that it “will defend” without intending to
follow through if the challenger attacks. A defender is caught bluf ng in period t if
(1) the defender has begun the dispute with a reputation for honesty (the challenger
is listening), (2) the defender says that it “will defend,” (3) the challenger attacks,
and (4) the defender does not follow through. In Figure 1, then, the defender is
caught bluf ng in period t if the outcome in that period is outcome 6 and if the
defender began that period with a reputation for honesty. In equilibrium, defenders
are more likely to bluff, and challengers punish the defender by not listening for two
periods after a defender has been caught bluf ng.

29. Any cheap-talk game has an equilibrium in which talk is meaningless. I discuss one of these in the
appendix. The model certainly also has equilibria in which states acquire reputations for certain behaviors
( ghting, for example) but talk is meaningless. I do not analyze these explicitly here because my goal is
to demonstrate that diplomacy can be effective.
30. Abreu, Pearce, and Stacchetti 1986 and 1990.
31. The equations that characterize the equilibrium in this case are highly nonlinear. I solve
numerically; the solution results in a set of equilibria, each of which corresponds to a pair of values of
the exogenous variables {T, p}. The equilibria are all of the same form, described in the text and shown
in Figure 2. Thus, to avoid confusion, I refer to them as “the equilibrium” in the discussion.
32. For reasons of tractability, I ignore the possibility that the challenger, too, can communicate. To
represent a situation in which the challenger’s threats are uninformative, I examine an equilibrium in
which the challenger always threatens. The stage game effectively begins at the second node of the game
tree shown in Figure 1.
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While the duration of the reputation for bluf ng—two periods—is chosen for
mathematical convenience, a reputation is relatively short-lived for substantive
reasons.33 Not all possible durations of reputations, or “punishments,” make sense.
On the one hand, for a reputation to exist, it must last for at least one period. On the
other hand, it is implausible that the reputation would last forever; a reputation that
lasted forever would correspond to a story in which a state caught bluf ng could
never use diplomacy again. In practice, a state does not lose its credibility for all
time if it bluffs unsuccessfully once. For example, even after the Soviet Union
backed down in the Cuban Missile Crisis, it did not abandon diplomacy thereafter.
Thus, a plausible punishment lasts for at least one period but not forever.
In the part of the equilibrium in which the defender has a reputation for honesty,
its diplomacy is partially effective. The defender often tells the truth, and so its
diplomacy convinces the challenger that it is more likely to  ght than the challenger
had previously thought to be the case (though it does not convey to the challenger
its precise value for the issue). Thus, the defender sometimes can succeed in
deterring attacks, either honestly or by bluf ng. However, a defender that bluffs may
be caught—that is, the challenger may attack. By reducing the effectiveness of a
state’s diplomacy in the immediate future, a reputation for bluf ng harms the state’s
ability to deter attacks, including its ability to bluff successfully. Thus, when the
defender has a reputation for honesty, it bluffs only when the temptation to do so is
very strong.34 The challenger listens to the defender’s diplomacy because it wants
to know whether or not its adversary will  ght. Since the defender often is honest,
the challenger can learn something from the defender’s threats.
In the part of the equilibrium in which the defender has a reputation for bluf ng
(the punishment phase), its diplomacy is ineffective. In this situation, the defender
cannot lose a reputation for honesty, because it has none. Thus, it has every
incentive to bluff. Because of its desire to avoid being duped, the challenger does
not pay attention to the defender’s diplomacy. Under these circumstances, the
defender bluffs more often, but its threats (bluffs or truthful statements) are less
credible.
Note that the “punishments” in this equilibrium are substantively sensible, unlike
the common punishment schemes in in nitely repeated games. In my equilibrium,
states “punish” those that are caught bluf ng by refusing to listen; this makes sense
because states that have been caught bluf ng are less likely to be conveying
information. (In technical terms, they are “babbling.”) In many equilibria of
in nitely repeated games, the states doing the punishing punish only in order to

33. Proofs of the central results about reputations and effective diplomacy do not depend on the length
of the reputation; the results hold for any equilibrium of the form depicted in Figure 2. The equations that
characterize an equilibrium with a one-period reputation are available from the author; these have
numerical solutions for many values of the exogenous variables.
34. As I discuss later, the temptation to bluff is strongest when the defender cares a middling amount
about the issues.
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avoid being punished themselves. The states that must punish them, in turn, will do
so only because they will be punished if they fail to punish, and so on.
The transition from the noncommunicative part of the equilibrium back to the
communicative part represents the fading of a reputation. As time passes, the
defender regains its reputation and its incentive to use diplomacy honestly. Why
should reputations fade? Empirically, as discussed earlier, one observes that they do.
Theoretically, the fading of a reputation represents behavior that is optimal in the
circular way that all equilibrium behavior is optimal. As long as the challenger
believes that the defender will drop its bluf ng behavior, it is in the challenger’s
interest to assign the defender a reputation for honesty. As long as the defender is
likely to be honest, the challenger listens because it wants to know whether or not
the defender will  ght. However, as long as the challenger is willing to listen, it is
in the defender’s interest to use diplomacy honestly because the defender is more
likely to attain its goals with communication. Thus, as long as the challenger is
listening, the defender makes listening worth the challenger’s time.
Figure 2 shows the equilibrium strategies more formally. If the defender was not
caught bluf ng in time t – 1 or t – 2, both states play the strategies in the top half
of Figure 2; if the defender was caught bluf ng, both states play the strategies shown
in the bottom half of Figure 2. Recall that the values of the possible issues are scaled
to be between zero and 1; the horizontal lines in Figure 2 represent the possible
values of issues that could arise. A state whose issue value in the given dispute is
in the speci ed range (for example, between zero and l) plays the strategy shown
above that range. For example, if the defender can communicate, the challenger is
deterred (it challenges, but it attacks only if the defender does not try deterrence) if
it considers the issue at stake to be worth less than j.35 Figure 2 presents both the
generic equilibrium, in which the thresholds for switching strategies are represented
by letters ( j, l, m, o, and q), and a numerical example of an equilibrium of the
game.36 The precise thresholds between strategies depend on the balance of forces
(p) and the costs of war (T). For example, the defender acquiesces when it considers
the issue least important, but the cutoff l between issues that the defender concedes
and issues over which it bluffs depends on the balance of forces and the likely costs
of war.
Ef cacy of a Threat
The goal of a deterrent threat is to make a challenger less likely to attack than it was
before hearing the threat. Loosely following Schelling,37 I de ne the ef cacy of a

35. Since the values for the issues are uniformly distributed, there is a j chance that a challenger is
involved in a dispute over issues that are so unimportant to it.
36. In the numerical example, the probability that the challenger wins if these two states go to war is
50 percent. The costs of war are 20 percent of the maximum possible (T = 0.2). Additional sample
equilibria are given in Table 1 in the appendix.
37. Schelling 1960, 6.
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FIGU RE 2.

Equilibrium strategies

threat as the “value-added” of the defender’s diplomacy. The ef cacy of a deterrent
threat is the change the defender’s threat causes in the challenger’s beliefs about the
defender’s likelihood of  ghting. When the defender begins a dispute with a
reputation for honesty (top of Figure 2), the challenger begins a dispute believing
that the probability that the defender will  ght is 1 – m. Afterward, it believes that
this probability is (1 – m)/(1 – l).
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For the equilibrium shown in Figure 2, the defender’s threats have ef cacy when
the defender has a reputation for honesty. This fact is easily proven:38
1. Existence of an interior equilibrium implies that 0 < l, m < 1.
2. (1 – m) < (1 – m)/(1 – l).
®

The defender’s ef cacy is positive.

The defender’s threat serves to convince the challenger that the defender is more
resolved than the challenger had previously believed.
Similarly, the defender’s threats do not have ef cacy when the defender has a
reputation for bluf ng. The challenger begins a dispute believing that the probability
that the defender will  ght is

(1 2
or (1 2

(1 2

(1 2
q) 1

q)
(q 2

0)

,

q). All defenders try deterrence, and
(1 2
q) 1

q)
(q 2

0)

of these do not defend.

The defender’s ef cacy is zero. Thus, the game has an equilibrium in which
reputations for honesty and for bluf ng allow for effective, “cheap” diplomacy.
Effective diplomacy is not an inevitable outcome of international interactions.
Though the communications-norm equilibrium is a logical outcome of international
interactions, the model has an alternative equilibrium in which states do not acquire
reputations and diplomacy is completely ineffective. Thus, the model con rms the
logic of an argument made by Ted Hopf and others: Since each dispute involves new
issues, there is no logical reason why states’ behavior today must be tied to how they
behaved in the past.39 Nevertheless, these two equilibria are not equally plausible
from an empirical standpoint, since states do obtain reputations for bluf ng.
The model predicts that we will observe bluffs and reputations for bluf ng, but
few of each. Moreover, states will be more likely to bluff for a short time after they
are caught bluf ng (though not always); this is why they are less likely to obtain
diplomatic success.40 Robert Axelrod and William Zimmerman  nd little deception
in the Soviet press about Soviet foreign policy over a thirty- ve–year period.41
Nevertheless, examples of bluffs do exist. In 1962 India pursued a “forward policy,”
placing troops forward of Chinese outposts. China repeatedly threatened to respond
38. See the appendix for proof of existence of interior equilibria.
39. Hopf 1994.
40. The model also explains the prevalence of acquiescence. Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman  nd 109
cases of acquiescence among 707 international disputes. Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992, 68.
41. Axelrod and Zimmerman 1981.
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with force and backed down. Accordingly, the Indian government dismissed these
threats as bluffs, even though China was the stronger power.42 Indian general J. N.
Chaudhuri said, “It was a game of Russian roulette, but the highest authorities of
India seemed to feel that the one shot in the cylinder was a blank. Unfortunately for
them and for the country it was not so. The cylinder was fully loaded.”43 The
Chinese attacked in what became the Sino–Indian War.
In the Balkan con ict of 1908–1909, Russia backed down from its initial support
for Serbia, leading Serbia to recognize Austria-Hungary’s annexation of BosniaHerzegovina.44 When the Austro–Serbian con ict  ared up again in 1912, Russia
bluffed again, accepting Albanian independence when it became clear that Germany
would support Austria-Hungary.45 Russia’s threats in 1914 then were ineffective.
Given the issues, one might have expected Russia’s threats to be more credible in
1914. The issue in 1914 was the invasion of a Slavic state by Austria; based on
estimates of Russia’s interests, other states should have believed Russia likely to
 ght. Not so: In a 1914 letter to the German ambassador to Britain, the German
foreign secretary writes, “The more boldness Austria displays, the more strongly we
support her, the more likely is Russia to keep quiet. There is certain to be some
blustering in St. Petersburg, but at bottom Russia is not now ready to strike.”46 Of
course, we cannot know if Germany would have been deterrable in 1914 if German
leaders had believed the Russian threats. What we do know is that German leaders
did not believe the threats and that Russia was not bluf ng. Once the Russians
became convinced that diplomacy was failing, they mobilized for war. A few days
later, Germany mobilized in turn and declared war on Russia.47
In discussions of reputations for resolve, Jervis questions the idea that backing
down is bad for credibility, suggesting instead that states that have backed down will
attempt to rebuild their reputations by  ghting.48 Since states that are rebuilding
their reputations are more likely to  ght, the diplomacy of states that retreated
recently should be more rather than less credible. As applied to this work, Jervis’s
argument (which is directed at reputations for resolve rather than reputations for
honesty) suffers from two main weaknesses. First, this behavior probably is not a
logical outcome of international interactions. In my model, if states were to possess
increased credibility after bluf ng, there would be no disincentive to bluff. Without
a disincentive to bluff, states would bluff often and diplomacy never would be
effective. Second, the empirical record does not support the conjecture that states
obtain a surge in credibility after bluf ng. To the contrary, like China and Russia in

42. See Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992, 200 –202; and Maxwell 1970, 226, 237.
43. Maxwell 1970, 171.
44. Albertini 1952, 190 –300. This case is classi ed as a “called-bluff” adversary crisis in Snyder and
Diesing 1977, 137.
45. Helmreich 1938.
46. Turner 1970, 85.
47. Turner 1970.
48. For example, see Jervis 1997, 266 –71.
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the cases just discussed, states that have been caught bluf ng obtain reputations for
bluf ng and suffer losses of credibility.

Situational Reputations
Scholars usually argue that reputations are dispositional: They stem from underlying
differences among people,  rms, or states.49 For example, David M. Kreps and
Robert Wilson argue that monopolists may be strong or weak, and that they wish to
develop reputations for strength in order to convince upstart  rms not to enter the
market.50 Schelling suggests that states may be resolute or irresolute (and that
resolve is at least partly an enduring characteristic), and that they wish to acquire
reputations for resolve in order to increase their credibility in international con ict.51
In contrast, states in my model have no permanent differences in disposition. This
difference re ects my belief that the crucial information— how much the state
values the disputed issue—varies from one dispute to the next. Whether or not a
state has the “will to  ght” depends on what the issues are and so must be
communicated anew through the use of diplomacy.
Since, by assumption, there are no enduring dispositions, the reputations that
emerge in this model are situational. Like a dispositional reputation, a situational
reputation is an assessment— based on past, observed behavior—that a state is
likely to behave in a certain way in the future. Defenders lie or tell the truth
depending on the situation they are in, and they acquire reputations based on this
behavior. Since a defender that is caught bluf ng is actually more likely to lie in the
near future, it is rational to assign that defender a reputation for dishonesty. While
these situational reputations could be considered a modeling simpli cation, they
also may be an interesting real-world phenomenon.
In their minds, leaders may attribute reputations for bluf ng to disposition,
thinking this state tends to lie. Such an error would be in keeping with my model;
as long as leaders are less likely to believe the bluffer in its next interaction, the
communications norm will work. Such an attribution error also would be consistent
with portions of psychological theory, which argues that persons overattribute
undesirable behavior to disposition.52 A detailed comparison of the beliefs in my
model with those in psychological theory is not explored here, and a precise match
is unlikely to occur. However, this consistency hints at similarities between rational
choice and psychological approaches to decision making.

49. For a recent argument to this effect, see Mercer 1996.
50. Kreps and Wilson 1982.
51. Schelling 1966.
52. On attribution error as a psychological bias, see Ross and Anderson 1982; and Fiske and Taylor
1984. For applications in political science, see Jervis 1976; and Mercer 1996.
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Diplomacy, Commitment, and War
I suggested at the beginning of this article that diplomacy allows states to realize
common interests. To pursue this line of reasoning, I now engage in a thought
experiment: I compare the real world, in which states do communicate, to a
hypothetical world in which communication is impossible. I do so by comparing
two equilibria: the partially communicative equilibrium discussed earlier (which
represents the real world) and an equilibrium in which states never can communicate
(which represents the hypothetical world without communication). In the noncommunicative equilibrium, states play the strategies in the bottom half of Figure 2
forever rather than alternating between the two sets of strategies.
Two results related to states’ well-being stem from the fact that credibility allows
states to use diplomacy as a form of commitment. Commitment is a double-edged
sword. The defender is less likely to suffer an attack when it can commit itself than when
it cannot. However, for its diplomacy to be effective, the defender must be willing
to follow through.53 Thus, the defender gets more of what it wants when it can
communicate. However, war can be more common with communication than without.54
For reasons of tractability, I examine a situation in which the challenger cannot
communicate. In an analogous equilibrium with bilateral communication, I conjecture that the logic of the equilibrium would carry over. The challenger, too, would
obtain issues that it valued more over time, on average, with the help of communication. Thus, states would attain a “trade” of issues over time as suggested at the
beginning of the article, conceding less important issues and keeping or acquiring
more important ones.

The Korean War Revisited
This article began with a reference to China’s failed attempt to deter the United
States from crossing the thirty-eighth parallel during the Korean War. Many U.S.
leaders believed that a  ght over Korea was not in China’s best interest.55 Yet, as
I noted earlier, Chinese leaders stated  atly that China would enter the war if U.S.
troops crossed the parallel, and U.S. leaders dismissed the Chinese threats as bluffs.
Scholars and policymakers have proposed many reasons for the communication
failure. These include the timing of the threats prior to a crucial UN vote, the fact
that some of the threats were relayed through the mistrusted Indian ambassador
K. M. Panikkar,56 and “groupthink” on the part of U.S. leaders.57

53. This argument is similar to an argument Fearon makes about costly signaling: “Audience costs and
risks of preemptive war work to separate states according to resolve precisely by posing the risk of
unwanted escalation.” Fearon 1992, 172.
54. See the appendix for further discussion of these results.
55. See, for example, Rees 1964, 113.
56. See Acheson 1969; Truman 1956; and Rees 1964.
57. Janis 1983.
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These explanations are unsatisfying for a variety of reasons. The choice of
Panikkar as a messenger is a poor explanation because many of the threats were not
made by Panikkar; they were issued directly by Chinese government of cials or
published in the of cial press. For example, on 22 September 1950 China admitted
sending aid to the North Koreans and threatened to send more. A Ministry of
Foreign Affairs spokesman said that China “will always stand on the side of the
Korean people.”58 The timing of the threats is an equally poor explanation for U.S.
of cials’ disbelief; the warnings continued after the vote in question, and U.S.
leaders still considered them to be bluffs.
Groupthink is an insuf cient explanation because President Truman, Secretary of
State Acheson, and others had major disagreements with General MacArthur. Janis
argues, “The mutual support for risk-taking, it seems to me, was part of a more
general pattern of concurrence-seeking behavior, which also fosters uncritical
acceptance of stereotypes of out-groups and a sense of unanimity about the wisdom
and morality of past decisions.”59 Yet this case involves much behavior that cannot
be explained as concurrence-seeking: Truman and others were notably and consciously unhappy with many of MacArthur’s views, statements, and actions over the
course of the war, particularly with his desire to involve the Taiwanese in the
Korean con ict.60 Rather than groupthink in this crisis, there was substantial
disagreement— but almost no disagreement over whether or not the Chinese were
bluf ng.61
Some scholars argue that MacArthur was eager to proceed into North Korea
regardless of whether he believed China would carry out its threats and that Truman
ultimately agreed with his view.62 That debate is interesting, but the relevant
question here is whether MacArthur and other top leaders believed China’s threats,
not what MacArthur or the United States would have done had they believed them.
At his Wake Island conference with Truman, MacArthur stated that he did not
believe China would enter the war. 63 Part-way through the war, MacArthur was
relieved of his command and Congress held an unusual set of hearings into the
military situation in the Far East and into the circumstances surrounding his relief.64
At these hearings, MacArthur mentioned a November CIA report that “said that they
felt there was little chance of any major intervention on the part of the Chinese
forces.”65 In fact, it is remarkable that in an administration replete with power
struggles over the conduct of the war, the president, the secretary of state, members

58. Whiting 1960, 106.
59. Janis 1983, 58.
60. See Truman 1956; Acheson 1969; and Rovere and Schlesinger 1951.
61. While political scientists continue to teach groupthink, and probably should, the evidence in the
psychological literature is inconclusive. See ’t Hart 1991; and Esser 1998.
62. Neustadt 1990, 114.
63. See Harriman and MacArthur 1951; and Truman 1956.
64. The hearings by the Joint Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees, commonly known
as the “MacArthur Hearings,” were held in May–June 1951. For a discussion, see Rees 1964, chap. 15.
65. U.S. Senate 1951, 18.
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of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and MacArthur all were aware of the Chinese threats and
to various degrees dismissed them as bluffs.66 Though they were eager to blame
each other for the conduct of the war, none of these leaders argued that the others
did believe the Chinese threats. One reason for MacArthur’s disbelief was that he
considered China’s military capabilities inferior. This fact does not, however,
explain other leaders’ dismissal of the threats as bluffs. Even the Joint Chiefs of
Staff believed that the Chinese had suf cient capabilities to enter the war if they
wanted to do so.67 The question thus remains: Why did so many U.S. leaders
disbelieve the threats?
A  nal explanation is that China had acquired a reputation for bluf ng through a
series of bluffs over Taiwan.68 The model of diplomacy I develop here helps to shed
light on China’s failed communication by explaining when and why states acquire
reputations for bluf ng and the negative consequences of such a reputation for a
state’s diplomacy. In the period before the war and in its early months, China was
almost, though not quite, ready to  ght over Taiwan. China’s leaders went so far as
to make invasion plans but did not follow through.69 China threatened to enter the
Korean War in the context of its having made a series of unful lled threats to  ght
over Taiwan. For example, early in the summer of 1950, Mao stated that the Chinese
would invade Taiwan by September, but they did not do so.70 Many of China’s
threats over Korea came in September and October 1950, just after this particular
threat to invade Taiwan had been revealed as bluff.71 China’s history of bluf ng
contributed to the widespread belief in the United States that China’s threats to
intervene in the Korean War were bluffs.
Why was China prepared to  ght over Korea but not quite prepared to invade
Taiwan in 1950? One reason is that Chinese leaders worried that U.S. forces would
march straight through North Korea into China. For example, Mao cabled Chou
En-lai that “not to have intervened . . . would have meant that ‘the reactionaries at
home and abroad would be swollen with arrogance when the enemy troops press on
toward the Yalu River [the border between North Korea and China].’ ”72
Would China’s threats over Korea have been more successful had it not threatened Taiwan? Any answer to this question is speculative. Nevertheless, prior to
these con icts, U.S. leaders seem to have believed that China was more likely to

66. See Truman 1956; Acheson 1969; and U.S. Congress 1951. George Kennan was one of few to
express strong concerns about Chinese intervention; his views were marginalized. See Donovan 1982,
217.
67. U.S. Congress 1951, 759.
68. See Lichterman 1963; Zelman 1967; and Neustadt 1990, fn. 23, 334 –35. The Indian ambassador
was considered not credible in part because he, too, had warned of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan that had
not materialized. See Rovere and Schlesinger 1951, 133.
69. Whiting 1960, 64– 65.
70. Rovere 1950, 54.
71. See Whiting 1960; Acheson 1969; and Truman 1956.
72. Gaddis 1995, 80, quoting Mao Zedong.
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 ght over Taiwan than over Korea.73 If, in the early 1950s, China had said it was
willing to let Taiwan live in peace, this news would have come as a surprise to the
United States. If China soon thereafter had said it was unwilling to tolerate U.S.
troops in North Korea, U.S. leaders might well have concluded that preventing a
U.S. occupation of North Korea was quite important to the Chinese.

Conclusion
In this article I demonstrate the roles of honesty and reputation in crisis bargaining.
I argue that diplomacy works because it is bene cial, and states have an incentive
to preserve their ability to use it. Using diplomacy, states communicate information
about which issues they consider particularly important and thus increase their
chances of prevailing when these issues are at stake. The  ip side is that states must
concede those issues they consider less crucial; by doing so, they maintain
credibility for disputes in which they consider the stakes higher.
This analysis has several implications for understanding crisis behavior and
communication. First, the work  lls a gap in theories of crisis behavior by
explaining why cheap talk can change an adversary’s mind about a state’s resolve.
I do not argue that costly signals are meaningless; states’ choices to use cheap talk
or costly signals remains an important subject for future research. One conjecture is
that a state will turn to costly signals when the currency of cheap talk has been
devalued by bluf ng and the state considers the issue exceptionally important—
Russia at the beginning of World War I might be an example. Of course, if it were
always possible to use costly signaling to avoid the repercussions of bluf ng, then
cheap talk would never be credible.
Second, the model has novel, testable implications about states’ behavior in
international disputes. Here, I develop one central implication: As was the case for
China in the Korean War, a state’s deterrence success is less likely to be effective
and the state is less likely to attain its goals when it has a reputation for bluf ng; it
is more likely to succeed when it has a reputation for honesty. This hypothesis is
testable because the concept of reputations incorporated in this model can be readily
operationalized. If a state acquiesced or fought a war recently, it currently has a
reputation for honesty; otherwise, it has a reputation for bluf ng. Of course, the
model is based on a simplifying assumption that a state knows nothing about its
opponent’s value for the issues at the beginning of a new international dispute. In
the real world, I would expect that a priori beliefs about the importance of a dispute
to an adversary would also affect the probability of deterrence success. The
reputations hypothesis in this article differs from that of deterrence theory: The
model I propose suggests that acquiescing in one dispute leads to a reputation for

73. For example, Acheson lists the “lack of real advantage to China itself of coming in” as one of the
reasons he believed the Chinese would not enter the Korean War. U.S. Congress 1951, 2000.
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honesty, so acquiescing is positively associated with success in the next dispute;
deterrence theory suggests that acquiescing in one dispute leads to a reputation for
lacking resolve, so it is negatively associated with success in the next dispute. The
reputations hypothesis also is contrary to audience-cost models, which suggest no
association between a state’s recent behavior and the outcome of the current
dispute.74
As mentioned earlier, some deterrence theorists have questioned the idea that
reputations for resolve generalize. For example, Paul Huth argues that states might
pay attention only to their regional neighbors or to their partners in enduring
rivalries, ignoring the outcomes of unrelated disputes.75 This same question arises
with reputations for honesty. The results presented here hold even if we consider the
challenger and the defender always to be the same two states interacting over time.
Nevertheless, the question of when states assign reputations is an important one, and
the answer affects the precise implications of the model. If states pay attention to all
disputes (as in an informal version of the Law Merchant76), then whether or not a
state is caught bluf ng in the current dispute affects its next interaction, regardless
of the adversary. If states ignore disputes outside of their regions, then a reputation
affects a state’s next dispute in its region. Since either answer is logically possible,
the question can best be addressed empirically. This empirical work is another topic
for future research.
Third, encouraged by Robert Putnam’s well-known study, a growing number of
international relations scholars have turned their attention to domestic in uences on
foreign policy.77 While this research program is valuable, my analysis here sounds
a warning note about the dangers of neglecting systemic factors. I demonstrate
formally that domestic audiences are unnecessary for effective signaling. Moreover,
I show that crisis bargaining models that assume domestic audiences punish leaders
who back down are assuming irrational behavior on the part of domestic publics.
While bluf ng is rare, it nevertheless can be the best policy.78 Backing down is
always best for a state that is caught bluf ng; if a state considered the issue
important enough to be worth a  ght, it would not be bluf ng. Thus, a rational
domestic audience should not punish a leader for backing down, as the audiencecost literature assumes it will. The different models have different implications: The
audience-cost literature suggests a correlation between regime type and deterrence

74. However, see Guisinger and Smith forthcoming, which combines the reputational theory suggested here with a domestic politics model.
75. Huth 1997.
76. Milgrom, North, and Weingast 1990.
77. Putnam 1988.
78. In equilibrium, defenders with reputations for bluf ng often bluff because challengers expect them
to be likely to bluff and do not pay much attention to their diplomacy. Even defenders with reputations
for honesty bluff when they consider the issues moderately important—too important for acquiescence
but not enough to warrant going to war.
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success, whereas the model I propose suggests that democracies and autocracies
should be equally able to use diplomacy and equally likely to deter attacks.79
Fourth, my analysis provides an example of the bene ts of the theory of in nitely
repeated games as a tool for understanding international relations. Most international relationships are ongoing. Without repeated games, scholars must make many
more assumptions about the ways in which the past and the future in uence present
choices. While such simpli cations often yield valuable insights, they also distort
the effects of the past and the future.
Finally, although this work directly concerns only diplomacy, it suggests ways to
understand communication more generally. Like the “cheap talk” literature in
economics, I argue that common interests help actors communicate. In most human
interactions, the ability to communicate has signi cant value. Precisely because
dishonesty places the ability to communicate in the future at risk and all parties
understand this, persons and states can convey information through the use of
language.

Appendix
Technical Characterization of the Equilibrium
The text describes an equilibrium of the game in which the defender’s threats convey
information to the challenger. The parameters in Figure 2 can be considered thresholds; for
instance, a challenger with a value above the threshold o  nds it optimal to attack in time t
if the defender was caught bluf ng in time t – 1 or t – 2. Choosing thresholds amounts to
choosing strategies. Thus, formally characterizing the equilibrium consists of  nding equations for the thresholds such that the thresholds constitute optimal solutions to the states’
maximization problems.
The equilibrium described here is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, which is an extension of
the Nash equilibrium concept to games of incomplete information. At every information set,
no state can wish to deviate from its prescribed equilibrium strategy, given the beliefs and
strategies of the other states. In addition, beliefs must, if possible, be updated according to
Bayes’s rule.
The beliefs of players off the equilibrium path are as follows. Since a player gets a new
type at the beginning of each interaction, a player beginning a new interaction believes that
the other player is equally likely to be of any type at that point in time, even if the player’s
previous actions have been off the equilibrium path. Within an interaction, the only off-path
beliefs that could affect play are the beliefs of a challenger when the defender is being ignored
(punished). The equilibrium I examine speci es that a defender that is being ignored always
says that it will defend the issues. If the challenger observes a deviation (the defender saying
that it will not defend), the challenger’s off-path beliefs are that the straying defender is
equally likely to have any value for the issues. In this event, the challenger’s strategies after

79. Of course, this hypothesis assumes all else is equal. For reasons outside of both this model and
audience-cost models, democracies may be more likely to try to resolve disputes through diplomacy.
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a discovered bluff are not tied to the defender’s words; after observing this deviation,
challengers with issue values below o refrain from attack and those with values above o
attack. Thus, the defender weakly prefers its equilibrium strategy.

Equilibrium Analysis
I begin by using factorization to write the defender’s expected payoffs from time t onward for
arbitrary values of the thresholds j, l, m, o, and q.8 0 Factorization is the Bellman principle
applied to a game-theoretic model. After any t-period history, any equilibrium must specify
a successor equilibrium. An equilibrium can be factorized into the strategies it speci es for
the current period and the strategies it speci es from tomorrow onward. Thus, verifying that
a player does not wish to deviate from the equilibrium strategies requires checking that it is
not worthwhile to deviate once (today), given that the players play their equilibrium strategies
from tomorrow onward. In the equilibrium described here, one must keep in mind that the
successor strategies depend on today’s play and that there are thus two different continuation
values.
In particular, the defender’s expected payoff from t onward depends on whether the
defender was or was not caught bluf ng in time t – 1 or t – 2. Call the discount factor d , the
total expected payoff from t onward for the defender who was not caught bluf ng in time
t – 1 or t – 2, “w1,” and the total expected payoff from t onward for the defender who was
caught bluf ng in time t – 1, “w2.” There is a separate expected payoff from t onward for a
defender who was caught bluf ng in time t – 2.
The threshold for a defender who was caught bluf ng in time t – 2 is just q (the same as
for a defender who was caught bluf ng in time t – 1), because the defender’s choice of
strategy in either of these situations does not in uence its continuation value. Similarly, the
challenger’s threshold when the defender was caught bluf ng in time t – 2 is o.
Referring to Figure 2 for the meaning of the thresholds and the associated equilibrium
strategies, the expected payoffs can be written as follows:
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To see the meaning of these value functions, consider the  rst term on the right side of
equation (1):
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The  rst part of this term, l, represents the probability that a defender that was not caught
bluf ng in time t – 1 or t – 2  nds itself in time t with an issue value between zero and l, since
the distribution of values is uniform. The expression
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represents the expected payoff of a defender that  nds itself with an issue value between zero
and l in the communicative situation; the payoff consists of such a defender’s expected value
today plus its expected continuation value. All defenders with issue values less than l say
“won’t defend,” are attacked by all challengers, and give up the issues. Therefore, a defender
in this situation receives a one-period payoff of 2 idt ; expected over its possible values for the
2 l
issues, the one-period payoff of a defender between zero and l is thus
. Since defenders
2
pursuing this strategy are never caught bluf ng, their expected payoff from time t + 1 onward
2 l
+ d wl
is w1. In time t, this expected payoff is worth only d wl. Of course, the term l
2
represents only part of the defender’s utility, the part that comes from those times when its
issues are between zero and l. The defender also expects that the interaction may be over
issues worth between l and m or between m and 1, and assigns a probability to each of these
possibilities. The remaining terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) represent the
expected utility that comes from those possibilities.
In equilibrium, each state chooses its thresholds at time t to maximize its expected utility
from time t onward. If the defender enters time t and was not caught bluf ng in time t – 1
or t – 2, the state chooses its strategies to maximize wl; the maximization problem is then as
follows:
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The  rst-order conditions for this maximization problem result in a set of two equations
characterizing the defender’s strategies in the communicative phase in equilibrium. These are
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The challenger’s maximization problem is theoretically similar; however, in practice the
problem is simpler because the challenger’s actions today do not affect its continuation
values. Its  rst-order condition is
j5

(1 2
(m 2 l 1

m)T
.
p 2 mp)

(6)
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TABLE 1.

Sample equilibrium points

T

p

j

l

m

o

q

.1
.1
.1
.1
.4
.4
.4

.3
.4
.5
.6
.3
.4
.5

.22
.21
.19
.16
.28
.29
.31

.005
.06
.11
.16
.04
.14
.25

.14
.14
.15
.17
.55
.57
.58

.21
.17
.13
.11
.24
.17
.09

.14
.17
.2
.25
.57
.67
.80

If the defender was caught bluf ng in time t – 1 or t – 2, both states’ maximization
problems are simple, because their continuation values are the same regardless of their play
in the current interaction. The resulting  rst-order conditions are
q5

o5

T
(1 2

p)

(2 T 2 2 pT 1 T)
(2 p 2 1 p 2 pT 1 T)

(7)

(8)

The value-function equations, equations (1) and (2), and the  ve  rst-order-condition
equations, equations (4) through (8), constitute a set of seven equations and seven unknowns
and characterize the strategies played on the equilibrium path. In combination, these
equations are highly nonlinear. (For example, the equations can be reduced to characterize
one threshold, m, with all other endogenous variables eliminated. This equation is very
lengthy and is not presented here.) I solve the system of equations numerically; each
numerical solution is a set of values for the parameters { j, l, m, o, q, w1, w2}, where the
values satisfy the seven equations. The numerical work shows that the equilibrium exists for
many pairs of the exogenous variables T and p, since the equations can be satis ed by
meaningful values of the parameters (values for which thresholds are between zero and 1 and
l < m). Some pairs {T, p} lead only to solutions of the system of equations such that one or
more states choose threshold values outside of the interval (0, 1), so that an equilibrium of the
posited form does not exist for these pairs. I discuss a sample equilibrium in the text and
provide several others in Table 1.
The thresholds in the table are rounded to the nearest percentage (except 0.005, because
zero would be a case of nonexistence for the interior equilibrium). Notice, for example, that
if a defender threatens, that threat is more likely to be successful when the defender has a
reputation for honesty than when it has a reputation for bluf ng (o < j).

Comparing a World with Communication to One Without
To evaluate the welfare effects of communication, I compare a world with communication to
a hypothetical world without—that is, I compare the communicative portion of the equilib-
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FIGU RE 3.

Comparing a world with communication to a hypothetical world

without

rium discussed in the text to an equilibrium in which states never can communicate. In this
noncommunicative equilibrium, states play the noncommunicative strategies at the bottom of
Figure 2 in every period; strategies are not history-dependent, so neither player’s continuation
values affect its current play. This method of comparing the partially communicative
equilibrium discussed in the text to the noncommunicative equilibrium contains a simpli cation: In the equilibrium in the text, there are some periods without communication.
However, the complete payoffs in the full “communicative” equilibrium are a convex
combination of the two sets of payoffs, communicative and noncommunicative. Thus, the
patterns I discuss later generalize immediately to the full equilibrium, though the precise
numbers do not.
Figure 3 compares the probability of war with and without communication for several
values of the balance of forces (p). In these examples, war is relatively cheap (T = 0.2). The
 gure shows a pattern: The probability of war usually is higher with communication. When
the defender can communicate, it is more likely to deter an attack, but it is also more prepared
to  ght. The probability of war is the probability that the challenger attacks a defender that
tries deterrence (denoted “A”) multiplied by the probability that the defender defends
(denoted “D”).8 1 The challenger attacks under fewer circumstances when it expects the
defender’s diplomacy to be effective, so A is always lower with communication than it is

81. Technically, the probability of war includes the probability that the challenger attacks a defender
that does not try deterrence multiplied by the probability that such a defender defends, but the latter
probability is always zero in this equilibrium.
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without it. However, the defender sometimes  nds itself choosing to  ght when, were it not
committed, it would have chosen to back down. Thus, D is always higher when the defender
has a reputation for honesty. The resulting probability of war (A * D) may be either higher
or lower but is usually higher.8 2
The defender also does better, on average, when it can communicate than when it cannot.
The  gures do not show this fact, but Figure 2 shows why: The defender is, on average,
happier with those issues that are resolved in its favor when it is able to communicate. When
a defender with a reputation for honesty considers the issue to be worth less than l in Figure
2, it acquiesces to the challenger’s demand, so these issues are never among those resolved
in favor of the defender.
In this equilibrium, the ability to commit works to the defender’s advantage. When the
defender has not recently been caught bluf ng, the defender is able to deter many attacks, and
its expected payoff rises sharply. The challenger’s payoff, however, falls. The challenger
holds an informational advantage, since the defender’s value for the issues is partially
revealed. However, the informational advantage comes to naught, since the information
reveals that the defender is likely to defend. This disparity between the challenger and the
defender is interesting, but it probably is not a feature of the real world. In a more general
equilibrium of the same model, the norm might apply both to defenders and to challengers.
In this situation, the challenger’s average payoff might be higher than its average payoff in
this equilibrium.
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